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Abstract
The weakening of strong textures in Mg alloys is a crucial factor in obtaining good quality final products that are less anisotropic. 
Considerable attention has been focused on experiments to find the optimal chemical composition of alloys or processing condi-
tions. However, to reduce time-consuming experiments, texture simulations can help in specifying future research directions. In 
the present work, the texture evolution in rolled Mg and its alloys was studied using the viscoplastic self-consistent model. The 
texture simulations presented in the study cover unidirectional rolling, reverse rolling, and cross rolling of Mg and its alloys to 
check if the change in deformation path has an impact on the activation of non-basal slip systems. The results obtained in the study 
may help to design the best processing technology and reduce the mechanical anisotropy of magnesium alloys. Slip systems such 
as basal, prismatic, and pyramidal were taken into consideration. To reflect the effect of alloying elements on hardening, different 
values for critical resolved shear stress were considered. Pole figures and slip system activity were investigated to understand the 
texture evolution during rolling as the deformation path changes. It was found that cross rolling may be the most effective pro-
cessing technology to reduce strong textures during the rolling of Mg alloys. To activate non-basal systems, critical resolved shear 
stresses and the Schmid factor must be modified. The former can be changed by increasing the processing temperature, proper 
alloying elements, or change in the strain rate sensitivity; the latter by changing the deformation path.
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1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys are widely used in many industries, 
such as the automotive, space, health, or energy fields 
(Lopes et al., 2022; Persaud-Sharma & McGoron, 2012; 
Prasad et al., 2017; Tan & Ramakrishna, 2021). Increas-
ingly, emerging Mg alloys are attracting attention due 
to their mixture of remarkable properties, such as high 
specific strength or biotolerance (Mizelli-Ojdanic et al., 
2021; Ojdanic et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2017). How-
ever, due to the high anisotropy of their mechanical 

properties, the use of magnesium alloys is limited (Ahn 
& Seo, 2018; Hutchinson & Barnett, 2010; Kabirian 
& Khan, 2015; Nie et al., 2020; Sułkowski & Chulist, 
2019; Tadano, 2016). One of the main factors that in-
fluences mechanical anisotropy is texture (Imandoust 
& Al-Samman, 2017; Sułkowski, 2021; Zhang et al., 
2017). Considerable efforts have been put into reducing 
strong textures in plastically deformed Mg alloys (Song 
et al., 2020; Suwas & Gurao, 2008; Suwas & Mondal, 
2019). It can be achieved by a combination of process-
ing conditions and the chemical composition of the alloy 
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(Al-Samman, 2009; Biswas et al., 2010; Bonarski et al., 
2010; Solomon et al., 2019; Sułkowski et al., 2020). 
However, due to the insufficient number of independent 
slip systems, the formation of strong textures, especial-
ly after severe deformation, is still a considerable prob-
lem. The activation of non-basal slip systems leads to 
the weakening of strong textures in hexagonal metals 
(Hutchinson & Barnett, 2010; Imandoust & Al-Sam-
man, 2017; Nie et al., 2020). To activate these systems, 
critical resolved shear stress must be modified in such 
a way that prismatic or pyramidal slip systems are fa-
vored. Increasing the processing temperature, selecting 
the appropriate alloying elements, or modifying the ma-
terial’s strain rate sensitivity usually solves the problem, 
at least partially.

On the other hand, good results were obtained 
in methods where the deformation path was changed. 
In these methods, the activation of non-basal slip sys-
tems is achieved by changing the Schmid factor.

Singh & Schwarzer (2005) processed pure Mg in 
the temperature range of 200–400°C by rolling with the 
change of deformation path. The effects of unidirection-
al, reverse, and cross rolling were investigated. It was 
discovered that the (0001) fiber is formed primarily with 
the basal pole split toward the rolling direction (RD). 
However, cross-rolling weakened the basal texture.

The press formability of AZ31 magnesium alloy 
was investigated by Chino et al. (2006). The alloy was 
processed by unidirectional rolling, reverse rolling, and 
cross rolling. The main texture was (0001) fiber with 
a split toward RD. It was found that in the cases of re-
verse rolling and cross rolling, the texture was lower 
than in the case of unidirectional rolling. As a result, the 
press formability of AZ31 was enhanced.

The effect of cold and warm rolling on micro-
structure and texture in AZ31 was also studied by Cho-
quechambi-Catorceno et al. (2018). It was found that 
cross-rolling with a thickness reduction of more than 
15% at temperatures above 100°C strongly weakened 
the initial basal texture.

However, the nature of weakening the (0001) fiber 
texture during reverse or cross rolling has not been stud-
ied to date in the context of modeling and simulations. 
The use of a viscoplastic self-consistent model (VPSC) 
is a common approach in studying texture effects in de-
formed materials. For example, it was successfully used 
for the prediction of texture evolution during rolling pure 
Mg and its alloys (Chapuis & Liu, 2019; Chapuis et al., 
2016; Wang et al., 2011). It was discovered that activat-
ing non-basal slip systems by decreasing the ratio of bas-
al to non-basal critical resolved shear stress is critical for 
reducing strong basal texture. It can be achieved due to 
the proper alloying elements or by increasing the tem-

perature (Nie et al., 2020). However, in some cases, the 
procedures are difficult to implement, or the results are 
unsatisfactory. From this point of view, the metal pro-
cessing techniques with the changed deformation path 
look very promising, especially with the combination of 
chemical composition and temperature.

In the present study, the texture evolution of Mg 
during rolling with a change in deformation path was 
studied using the VPSC model. The slip system activ-
ity and texture were investigated to check whether the 
change in the deformation path activates the non-basal 
slip systems and leads to texture weakening. There are 
experimental results showing that the change in the de-
formation path may lead to texture weakening but the 
mechanism is not yet well understood (Chino et al., 
2006; Choquechambi-Catorceno et al., 2018; Singh 
& Schwarzer, 2005). The results presented in this study 
give more insight into the observed phenomena.

2. Experimental procedure

The viscoplastic self-consistent model was used in this 
study to investigate the evolution of texture during the 
rolling of magnesium and its alloys as the deformation 
path changed. The VPSC model is a well-established 
and mature approach for studying texture evolution in 
many different materials. In the model, the texture is 
determined by the change in grain orientation during 
deformation due to the shear strains in active slip sys-
tems. The shear strains are founded by solving the non-
linear problem of strain-stress state in a grain described 
by the equations:
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where: ϵ̇ij – a crystal deformation rate; γ̇0
s – a reference 

strain rate; ms – the Schmid tensor; σ – a stress state;  
τ0

s
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where: γ̇s – a shear strain rate of a slip system s;  
τr

s – a shear stress which yield a slip system s deforma-
tion and can be determined from by the equation:

τr
s = σijmij

s  (3)

The γ̇s for all active slip systems are found by 
choosing the components of σ tensor in such a way that 
equation (1) is valid. After that, the spin of the crystal-
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lite is calculated using the non-symmetric part of the 
deformation rate tensor:
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In the next step, the new orientation of crystallite 
is determined:

g' = Ω̇g  (5)

where: g, g' – the grain orientations described by the 
Euler angles (ϕ1, Φ, ϕ2) before and after a change, and Ω̇ :

Ω̇ = β̇ij – ω̇ij   (6)

The β̇ij – the spin of the sample.

Table 1 presents the slip systems taken into con-
sideration in the present study.

Table 1. The slip systems

Slip 
system Designation Slip 

plane
Slip 

direction
Burgers 
vector

Basal B (0001) ⟨112̅0⟩ <a>
Prismatic P {101̅0} ⟨12̅10⟩ <a>
Pyramidal 
2nd order π2 {112̅2} ⟨112̅3̅⟩ <a + c>

Table 2 presents the values of critical resolved shear 
stress (τ0

s) and strain rate sensitivity (n) for considered 
slip systems presented in Table 1. The values were cho-
sen based on the literature review (Chapuis & Liu, 2019; 
Chapuis et al., 2016; Hutchinson & Barnett, 2010; Nie et 
al., 2020). The values reflect the increase in τ0

s
 due to the 

hardening from alloying elements in Mg alloys.

Table 2. Variants of simulations in the first stage with the 
parameters used in the model (Chapuis & Liu, 2019; Chapuis 

et al., 2016; Hutchinson & Barnett, 2010; Nie et al., 2020)

Simulation 
variant ε Slip 

system
τ0

s
 [MPa] n τ0

P,π2⁄τ0
B

R1 0.3
B
P
π2

1
45
55

0.05
0.08
0.1

–
45
55

R2 0.3
B
P
π2

3
60
75

0.08
0.15
0.18

–
20
25

The simulation procedure was as described below. 
First, there were two rolling simulation variants labeled 
R1 and R2. Variant R1 reflects the rolling of pure Mg 
where the τ0

s
 for non-basal slip systems (P and π2) are 

very high. On the other hand, in variant R2, the τ0
s
 for 

the slip systems are increased to reflect the influence 
of the alloying elements in Mg alloys. However, de-
spite the fact that the τ0

s
 for the individual slip system 

is increased, the overall ratio τ0
P,π2⁄τ0

B is reduced making 
the activation of non-basal slip systems more favorable.

The texture evolution for the initial material start-
ed with the random texture. The deformation equal to 
ϵ = 0.3 was applied. These were the simulated variants 
R1 and R2. That was the first stage of deformation. 
Then, there was another stage of simulations, after the 
rolling direction was rotated around the normal direc-
tion. In this stage, an additional deformation equal to 
ϵ = 0.3 was applied, so the total deformation was equal 
to ϵ = 0.6. The starting texture in the second stage of 
simulations came from the first step of simulations. 
During the second stage of deformation, the rolling di-
rection of the first stage was rotated clockwise around 
the normal plane direction (ND) by a certain degree. In 
the variant of unidirectional rolling (UR), the rotation 
was equal to 0° to reflect continuous rolling. Next, in 
the variant cross-rolling (CR), the rotation was equal 
to 90°, and finally, in the variant reverse-rolling (RR), 
the rotation was equal to 180°. Table 3 summarizes all 
of the investigated variants and rotations. The parame-
ters shown in Table 2 were used during modeling in the 
second stage of simulations.

Table 3. The summary of the simulation variants during the 
second stage of deformation with the degree of rotation 

around ND

Variant Process
Clockwise 

rotation 
around 

ND

Additional 
ε Total ε

R1-UR unidirectional 
rolling 0° 0.3 0.6

R1-CR cross rolling 90° 0.3 0.6

R1-RR reverse 
rolling 180° 0.3 0.6

R2-UR unidirectional 
rolling 0° 0.3 0.6

R2-CR cross rolling 90° 0.3 0.6

R2-RR reverse 
rolling 180° 0.3 0.6

Figure 1 shows the sketch depicting the deforma-
tion scheme.

Fig. 1. The sketch showing the deformation scheme during 
rolling with the change in deformation path: 1 – rolling in the 

first stage; 2 – rolling in the second stage

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%20%5cdot%20%7b%5cbeta%7d_%7bij%7d%20%20%5cl%200
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%20%5cdot%20%7b%5cbeta%7d_%7bij%7d%20%20%5cl%200
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3. Results

The pole figures (0001), {101̅0}, and ⟨112̅0⟩ of simu-
lated rolling textures for variants R1 and R2 are pre-
sented in Figure 2.

From Figure 2, it is seen that the texture for vari-
ant R1 is a type of the (0001) fiber with the maximum 
intensity around c direction. This kind of texture is typ-
ical for rolling pure magnesium (Hutchinson & Barnett, 
2010; Nie et al., 2020; Tadano, 2016). This is due to the 
significant difference in critical resolved shear stresses 
(CRSS) between basal and non-basal slip systems. In the 
case of variant R2, where the differences in CRSS are 
much smaller, the texture changed. There are observed 
two picks of intensity split toward RD. This is typical 
for rolled Mg alloys (Hutchinson & Barnett, 2010; Iman-
doust & Al-Samman, 2017; Nie et al., 2020).

Figure 3 shows the slip system activity during the 
simulation of the rolling texture in the variants R1 and R2.

Comparing Figure 2, Figure 3, and the data in Ta-
ble 3, it is clear that the (0001) fiber texture is a result 
of the dominance of the B slip system due to the lowest 
CRSS. However, when the ratio of CRSS between P, 
π2 and B slip systems is lowered, as in the case of mag-
nesium alloys, the activity of non-basal slip systems is 
much larger. This has an effect on the splitting of the 
(0001) fiber peak into two toward RD.

The pole figures (0001), {101̅0}, and ⟨112̅0⟩ 
of the simulated rolling textures for the variants R1 
followed by unidirectional rolling, cross rolling and 
reverse rolling are shown in Figure 4. It is seen that 
in the case of this variant, the (0001) fiber texture 
was strengthened despite the deformation scheme. 
The corresponding slip system slip system activity is 
shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that in all the 
variants, the slip activity for the B slip systems is the 
highest. This is the result of the lowest CRSS for that 
slip system.

Fig. 2. Pole figures (0001), {101̅0}, and ⟨112̅0⟩ of R1 and R2 variants of the simulated rolling textures

Fig. 3. Slip system activity of the simulated rolling textures for the variants R1 and R2

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%20%7b10%20bar%7b1%7d%200%20%7d#0
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Fig. 4. Pole figures (0001),
 
{101̅0}, and ⟨112̅0⟩ of the simulated variants R1-UR, R1-CR and R1-RR

Fig. 5. Slip system activity of the simulated rolling textures for the variants R1-UR, R1-CR and R1-RR

The simulated pole figures (0001), {101̅0}, and 
⟨112̅0⟩ for the variants R2 followed by the unidirection-
al rolling, cross rolling and reverse rolling are shown 
in Figure 6. It is seen that in the case of the variants 
R2-UD and R2-RR the texture was much stronger than 
in the variant R2. However, in the case of the variant 

R2-CR, the texture changed in such a way that now the 
intensity peaks are shifted toward TD. This is the result 
of the change in the deformation path while the RD was 
rotating clockwise by 90° around the ND. Moreover, 
it can be seen that the texture is much weaker than the 
texture in the variants R2-UD and R2-RR.

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%20%7b10%20bar%7b1%7d%200%20%7d#0
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The corresponding slip system activity for the 
variants R2-UR, R2-CR and R2-RR is shown in Fig-
ure 7. It can be seen that the slip system activity for the 
P and π2 slip systems is at a very similar level as that 
for the B slip system. As a result, the texture is much 

weaker than the texture in the variants R1-UR, R1-CR, 
and R1-RR. Moreover, in the case of R2-CR, there is 
a change in the main slip system from B to π2. This 
change is responsible for hindering texture evolution in 
the variant R2-CR.

Fig. 6. Pole figures (0001), {101̅0}, and ⟨112̅0⟩ of the simulated variants R2-UR, R2-CR and R2-RR

Fig. 7. Slip system activity of the simulated rolling textures for the variants R2-UR, R2-CR and R2-RR
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4. Discussion

In the present study, texture weakening was observed 
during simulations of cross-rolling when the main com-
ponent was (0001) basal with a split toward RD. This 
was also observed during the experiments of rolled Mg 
and its alloys (Chino et al., 2006; Choquechambi-  
-Catorceno et al., 2018; Singh & Schwarzer, 2005). 
The presented results provide more information about 
the slip system activity during Mg deformation as the 
deformation path changes. The simulations show that 
two mechanisms overlap in this case.

The first mechanism is the weakening of texture 
due to the splitting of the basal component. That effect 
is observed in many Mg alloys, especially in the Mg-RE 
(rare elements) alloys (Imandoust & Al-Samman, 2017; 
Nie et al., 2020). The slip of the basal component 
takes place toward RD, and the range of the split de-
pends on the alloying element, however, it is usually 
about 5–15°. Alloying elements change the CRSS for 
a particular slip system; however, in Mg single crystals, 
Zn can increase the CRSS for the B slip system while 
decreasing the CRSS for the P slip system at the same 
time (Akhtar & Teghtsoonian, 1969a, 1969b, 1972). On 
the other hand, the high temperature during processing 
strongly reduces CRSS for the P and π2 systems while 
only slightly influencing CRSS for the B system (Brit-
ton et al., 2015; Nie et al., 2020). This leads to a de-
crease in the ratio of the basal CRSS to the non-basal 
CRSS and increases the activity of the P and π2 sys-
tems. Comparing Figures 4 and 6, this effect is clearly 
seen. The weakening is associated with higher non-bas-
al slip system activity than in the case of UR or RR.  

The favorable Schmid factor for non-basal slip sys-
tems is the second mechanism responsible for weakening 
the texture during the variant R2-CR. Nan et al. (2012, 
2013) calculated Schmid factors in a wide range of ori-
entations and slip systems for many hexagonal metals. 
It was shown that for the orientation along the c axis, 
the Schmid factor for the B system is very low, while 

for the P and π2, is very high. The maximum value of 
the Schmid factor for the non-basal slip system is for 
the orientation around 15° out of the c axis. This cor-
responds very well with the typical angle for splitting 
the basal component in Mg alloys during rolling. While 
there is a change in the deformation path in the case of 
the variant R2-CR, the maxima are 15° toward TD (see 
Fig. 6). During the cross-rolling, the texture changes. 
The peaks split toward RD, and this leads to texture 
weakening.

5. Conclusions

To sum up, the variant R2-CR was the most effective 
rolling method for hampering strong texture evolu-
tion during the rolling of Mg and its alloys. This was 
achieved by two mechanisms. The first mechanism was 
the splitting of the basal component toward RD. The 
second mechanism was the increase in slip system ac-
tivity of non-basal slip systems due to the change in de-
formation path by means of the favorable Schmid factor.

The findings of this study contribute to a better un-
derstanding of the texture evolution in magnesium and 
its alloys. However, more experiments are needed to 
elaborate on the effects of different alloying elements, 
such as RE. Moreover, the effects of temperature and 
dynamic recrystallization processes must be studied ex-
perimentally and by simulations. Nevertheless, the re-
sults obtained show that the activation of the non-basal 
slip system due to the change in deformation path can 
lead to texture weakening in Mg alloys.
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